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 Overview This tutorial will show you how to make an airline of your own in Microsoft Flight Simulator X. I start you off with a
basic main terminal with desks and check in your passengers. Then we move on to a dedicated AI airport terminal, complete

with people boarding planes, waiting in the departure lounge and checking in their luggage, and finally we add the second
dedicated terminal. All the while the AI of the airport starts to run and keeps its passengers in line. To help you with this I have
included an AI Script so that you can tweak their behaviour as you wish, and a GMP Airport Master List that includes all the

necessary airports. Once you have finished you should have a great looking basic airport in your FSX scenery, and a full
featured AI airport, complete with boarding and waiting in the departure lounge. In this tutorial you will be using the FSX Radar

for identifying your way around the airport, but if you are not using the FSX Radar, there are many other ways to locate and
identify an airport in FSX. You can do so by using the airport master list, reading airports listed on the Billboards, clicking on
the map to reveal the airport, and clicking on the runway to identify the runway codes. Introduction As of Flight Simulator X

SP2, each new edition of the game includes a collection of pre-loaded objects in the scenery. These objects can be used to make
an airport in Microsoft Flight Simulator X without the need for any other additional plugins or third party add-ons. Most of the

objects in the scenery are used in the various functions and scenarios of the main game but some of the objects are more
specifically useful for airports. This tutorial will look at how to use this new feature of FSX to create a main airport with check
in counters, airport staff, planes waiting to take off, and even dedicated gates for passengers. Note that FSX SP2 has an updated
Airport Master List. Older versions of Flight Simulator X had an Airport Master List that was very similar to the one included in

this tutorial. The Airport Master List is used to locate all the objects used to create an airport. The location of the Airport
Master List is in the xml file menu, under the Accessories menu. Setting up the Scenery You will need to setup the scenery first
to make use of the Airport SP2, and to be able to use the Scenery Selection window to select any of the objects that you wish to

add to your FSX scenery. 520fdb1ae7
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